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Dear Friend,
Welcome to The Spiritual Feng Shui newsletter for March 2010; we are enjoying the
consistently warmer weather and hope you are also! This month we are looking at an
oft-neglected Gua in many homes - the Reputation and Fame Gua. Enhancing it is not
only for executives, real estate salesmen and actors, it can benefit everybody. At our
wealth corner, we offer free training to help you get rich and retire early. We look
at why and how you can enhance your Reputation and Fame Gua, and answer people's
concerns that concentrating on this area is a waste of time, or a superficial exercise.
There is a quick Feng Shui tip for the time-challenged, and inspirational quotes. May
peace and harmony reign for you in March!
Are you on facebook? If so, you could add me as your facebook friend, my link is
here.
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Feature Article: When Will I Be Famous?
- Even if you don’t want to be famous, enhancements in the Reputation and
Fame Gua can have a big impact on your life
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Free Training: How to Get Rich without Winning the Lottery
- Simple methods to get rich; retire wealthy and have the time of your life
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Q&A: Real Beauty IS on the Inside
- The Reputation and Fame Gua is crucial even for those who don’t want to be
famous, and who know that true beauty is on the inside...
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Feng Shui Tip
- Bed time is Feng Shui time!
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Inspirational Quotes

Enjoy!
Mike Z. Wang
Author of The Spiritual Feng Shui

Thespiritualfengshui.com
Unit 616, 220 Lake Promenade,
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, m8w1a9

Main article: When Will I be Famous? All About the Reputation and Fame Gua
In the world of Feng Shui, the Love and Relationships Gua, Finances Gua, Family
Gua and Career Gua are the big 4. They are the ones that people most want to
enhance, and the areas of their lives that they most often identify problems with.
However, a Feng Shui practice is sort of like the human body. If you identify that
your legs can't carry you towards the bus stop quickly enough, the problems is rarely
your legs alone! You need to work on your cardiovascular strength, your muscular
strength, the function of your liver and the amount of oxygen that your blood carries
also. In some ways, the Reputation and Fame Gua is like the cardiovascular system of
the body. It is critical to the health of many other areas of your life, but often abused
and ignored!
Vital statistics
Your Reputation and Fame Gua:
• Occupies the middle square of the top row of the Bagua map
• Is ruled by the fire element
• Is fed by the wood element
• Good colors to use include red, pink, coral, green and brown
• Is tied with the season of summer
• Is strongly associated with areas of your home like the entrance, front gate and
front door; your exterior landscaping; the outside of your house itself; mirrors
within the home; and photos or paintings of yourself.
Your goals are tied with your reputation
Unfortunately (or perhaps, fortunately!), we can never truly know the mind of another
person. The way that people understand and relate to you is closely tied with your
reputation and their prior understanding of your character. In a way, this is the Gua of
communication ... what you want to communicate to the world about yourself is
linked to your Fame and Reputation Gua. You can see how effectively
communicating your talents, personality and preferences could positively impact:
• Your career
• Your love life
• Your family life
• The type of people that are attracted to you; your mentors and helpful people
• Your finances, through both your career and your ability to get a loan
How to enhance the Reputation and Fame Gua
Fire rules the Reputation and Fame Gua; unfortunately this element can be difficult to
incorporate into your home without a fireplace! You can do things like:
• Lighting candles when you are reading on the couch, rather than putting a
lamp on
• Using candles in place of the electric light when you are in the bath
• Keeping your stove clean and attractive. If you need to upgrade the stove, get
a gas one rather than the electric variety.
• Lighting sticks of incense around your home, or putting a tealight candle in an
oil burner
• Keeping a nightlight on at the front of your house. Self-charging solar lights
are an excellent, eco-friendly option.

•

Keeping a nightlight on in the Reputation and Fame Gua (middle square of the
top row)

Wood energy feeds fire energy, and you can introduce this with either green and
brown color schemes, living plants, fake plants, or paintings/prints of plants.
Specific items that are linked to your fame and reputation in your community and
personal interactions are great enhancements. Do you have any of the following? If
you do, put them out for the world to see in your home:
• Awards and diplomas; pictures of you receiving these
• Trophies
• Pictures related to community service or volunteer work you've done
• Anything written by you that has been published
• Any of your artworks or poems
Photos of yourself are also a great enhancement ... and usually pretty easy to find!
Enhancing from the inside out
We know that Feng Shui helps you achieve lifestyle changes and goals through the
collaborative efforts of the energy contained in your home, and the energy that you
carry around with you and exude at all times. Ensuring that you have a good
reputation and that your character is interpreted accurately by the people you
encounter is a personal journey as well as one of redecoration! Activities like the
following will help reinforce your home enhancements and kick-start improvement in
the Gua:
• Going to parties that you are invited to, rather than staying at home
• Have lunch in the communal area at work, rather than at your desk
• Chat with store attendants when you are shopping
• Meditate. You will be much calmer and more rational, and better able to
present your true personality to the world, when you have the relaxation and
focus that meditation brings.
• Do to others as you would like to be done by. Most of us know this as a
Christian ideal, but in reality it is simply a sensible ideal for living your life in
a busy, complex society.
The Fame and Reputation Gua is not just for those who want to be actors and
politicians ... everybody can benefit from enhancing it, in quite a holistic way.

Wealth Corner: How to Get Rich without Winning the Lottery
I am going to show you how to get rich without winning the lottery. I am not talking
about bank robberies either. LOL As a side effect, you will also get lots of free time.
What do you do with the money and the free time? It is totally up to you. You could
travel the world and come back home twice a year to pick up your bonus checks. You
could volunteer for church or charity, 300 days a year. You could go fishing 6 month
a year, and skiing for the rest of the time. You could sit at home watching TV 12
hours a day and playing games for the other 12 hours.
The first training session will last 5 minutes. The topic is: How to get paid by saying
one sentence. It will be conducted over phone and it is free of charge. All you need to
do is to send an email to success@thespiritualfengshui.com , with your phone number
including country and area code, your name and the best time to call. I will only make
one call. If nobody answers, I will leave a short message. That is it.
What are the typical reactions from people once they understand your point?
“How do I get paid for it?”
“I want to collect the money I deserve!”
“Why didn’t you tell me earlier? I have missed my payment for so many years!”
As you can see, you just open the flood gate. The rest will be easy. All you need to do
after that is to sign them up to your business and collect your payment.
Why am I doing it? Because it is the easiest way to find out who has the best potential
to be successful in business and in life. Only positive, open-minded and hungry
people will respond. If you happen to be the ones, congratulation! You are the cream
of the crop.
Getting rich isn’t just about the money. Money is a means to an end. It’s about
freedom. We all want freedom. The freedom to spend time with the people we love,
the freedom to give our children the best, the freedom to help others and to be there
for life’s most important moments.
After years of struggle myself, I have found the
perfect solution for regular people, just like you.
The secret is revealed in my free training. I am
going to show you how to build a successful part
time business that won't interfere with your
regular job, but can bring in substantial extra
income to your household.
Why 5 minutes? Because after talking to you for
5 minutes, we will both know if we could trust
each other and work together. We will either part our way or continue from there.
Don't worry. Even if you want to continue your training after first session, I will not
charge you a penny.

You might ask: "Dear Mike, why do you want to contact me over phone? My answer
is: "I will understand your situation and know you better, by talking to you; so that I
could offer customized solution just for you. By talking to me, you will know that I
am a real person, not a robot or computer program." :P
I bet you have another question in your mind. Your question is: “Will you truly teach
me how to become rich and successful, for free?” I have to say: "Absolutely. You can
call me nuts. Well ... no one's perfect. ^_^ I failed many times until I reached my
success. I'd like to share what I have learned with you, as long as you want, for free."
As a way to show my appreciation to your response, I will send you a free copy of
"How to Get Rich without Winning the Lottery" via email. This 64-page E-book
shows simple methods to get rich, retire wealthy and have the time of your life! It
might help you a lot, might not, would you like to read it?
To schedule the free training, please email to success@thespiritualfengshui.com , with
your phone number including country and area code, your name and the best time to
call. I will send you the free E-book "How to Get Rich without Winning the Lottery"
via email after the 5-minute call.
Alternatively, if you live in US or Canada, you could call me at 416 948-3572 every
day after 11 am Eastern Time.
If you could take good care of your family and yourself, financially and spiritually,
you are blessed with the best Feng Shui!
Note:
•

•
•

This free training is only available for residents of USA, Canada, UK,
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, German, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Netherland, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Romania,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.
You must speak English.
Please let me know your country and time zone.

Q&A: But I don't WANT to be well known - and I've heard that real beauty is on
the inside. Why should I focus on Reputation and Fame? Isn’t that superficial?
Some people have a hard time internalizing the idea that the Reputation and Fame
Gua can have an impact on the rest of your life. It is just so counter-intuitive that you
would need to enhance your 'Fame' to improve your love life! Sometimes it helps to
be more specific:
• If you want a promotion at work, or are going for a new job, your 'reputation'
and the way people perceive you will be a critical deciding factor
• If you are looking for a partner, having a solid reputation as a generally good
person will help draw suitable people to you. Effectively communicating your
own character, skills and preferences will ensure you get a partner that is made
for you!
• Your family act on their past knowledge of you and the outward character you
portray as much as anyone else does. Enhancing the way you are perceived
can truly improve your relationships - it gives them an excellent starting point,
at least.
• Having a reputation that is both positive, and true to your real personality,
ensures that the people that have something to offer you (ruled by your
Mentors and Helpful People Gua) can find you, and want to connect with you.
• Having the right career ensures that you maximize your earning potential,
thereby improving your Finance Gua.
None of the enhancements that we have mentioned in the main article will make you
'accidentally' famous! Don’t worry that adding a mirror to your front porch and
installing some solar lights will catapult you into the spotlight and seeing you fending
off hordes of paparazzi on the way to your car. Feng Shui doesn’t work like that :-).
Don’t throw out the baby with the bathwater!
Some of the cures for the Reputation and Fame Gua suggested in the main article
simply make good sense. In fact, most of Feng Shui is like this! You cannot possibly
be harmed by:
• Doing to others as you would like them to do to you
• Meditating
• Speaking with people~
Real beauty IS on the inside...
However, nobody will have the chance to experience the beauty that is the real you,
unless there is something to attract them. If you never speak to anybody, have a house
that seems closed up and unwelcoming, and consistently show your stresses on the
outside but not your joys, nobody will have the opportunity to see beyond your
exterior.
Another analogy we can use is that of a brilliant poem, with misspellings and
grammatical errors all through it. The substance remains the same when you take just
the meaning of the words. But the appearance - the correct spelling and grammar - is
in integral part of how we perceive the piece.

That is the heart of why you should enhance the Reputation and Fame Gua - because
for your acquaintances and friends, it is inextricably linked with who you are on the
inside.

Feng Shui Tip: Bed time is Feng Shui time!
Many people spend more time in bed than they do in the rest of their home! It makes
sense that your bed and bedroom should be one of the first areas to enhance, and the
one you most frequently review. Start by:
• Ensuring that your room is sealed to light so that you can get a good night's
sleep
• Buy a variety of different colored bedspreads and pillowslips - they can be
changed when your Feng Shui goals change
• Place your bed against a wall, to create a feeling of stability in the room, and
ensure the foot faces towards the bedroom door to increase feelings of security
• Keep your closets well-organized, even if you only see them for two minutes a
day
• Use your favorite music on a timer to wake you up, and make sure you see
something that inspires you on first waking up ... paintings or flowers are good
choices.
Don’t waste those 8 hours!

Inspirational quotes
We tell lies when we are afraid... afraid of what we don't know, afraid of what others
will think, afraid of what will be found out about us. But every time we tell a lie, the
thing that we fear grows stronger. ~Ted Williams
Whoever gossips to you will gossip about you. ~Spanish Proverb
No object is mysterious. The mystery is your eye. ~Elizabeth Bowen, The House in
Paris, 1935
Promises are like babies: easy to make, hard to deliver. ~Author Unknown (I would
add: but rewarding to keep!)

